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in two weeks so the Sun of August and it's called be your okay so we will cover all kinds of   

topics on how to step into your to step out of fear and and move forward how to look at your 

life differently all kinds of different um different topics and and subjects and all kinds of 

hings the second half of the workshop will be a q a or rather have a q a within the second half   

this will take place this live stream will take place in a private Facebook group okay if you're 

not on Facebook don't worry not a problem you will receive the recording hopefully within 24 

hours as soon as it's uploaded downloaded and then uploaded onto YouTube and I will private 

and I will send you the links via your email okay this Workshop is forty dollars Australian 

dollars so Sunday the 13th of August at 8 A.M Sydney time now for many of you that will be 

Saturday afternoon or Saturday evening okay so have a look on Google time and and whatnot  

um so Sunday the 13th of August at 8 00 a.m Sydney time Sydney Australia time okay so um 

don't worry if you don't have Facebook all good we'll just be talking about a whole range of 

different subjects and uh and we'll see what happens and we'll go from there so it's going to be 

a lot of fun uh I'm not sure what the topics will be so I usually get them a couple of days a bit 

more sometimes a few minutes before the workshop begins will I get the topics because spirit 

gives the topics and the galactics give the topics um and it just depends on the energy of the  

people that's involved in the the workshop and all of that so come along and join us um the 

link is in the description it's all there and yes is my crazy brother and um yeah have a look at 

the link and see if it interests you and make sure once you do pardon me once you do register 

you need to follow the email in the the um details that will be sent to you you need to follow 

the directions and send me an email to confirm it so that I can then send you the link to the 

Facebook group okay so make sure you do that and um and yeah we're gonna have a lot of  

fun it's it's going to be it's going to be interesting and I'm sure Spirit as always is going to yeah 

put in some really really interesting stuff and I always learn when when I do workshops 

because it comes from Spirit so I'm always learning as well as you guys so um I hope you can 

join me and it's going to be a really really really interesting fun um fun event alright thanks 

everyone bye  
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